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Abstract
Industrial building structures require revisions and
periodical rehabilitation.
In order to update the mathematical model of the structure, it
is necessary to determine the different dimensions of the
component construction elements, to check the relative
positions of the characteristic points of the monitored
structure, etc.
This article shows how to monitor a reservoir with ovoid
shape, emptying and then filling after it has been
rehabilitated and upgraded. The tank has been previously
equipped for monitoring by geodetic methods.
The article aims to highlight the working procedure and the
accuracy of the results.
The results of the measurements are represented by the
coordinates of some object points, which help to deduce the
displacements and - respectively - deformations of the
building elements at different times in the various stages of
the reconstruction works of the objective.

1.

Introduction

The monitoring of special constructions, especially during
the processes of rapid changes in the states of efforts and
internal tensions or in relation to the foundation ground,
requires the design and realization of a reference system and
an appropriate program for the monitoring observation.
The points that create the three-dimensional reference
system have been materialized for monitoring an entire park
of tanks producing methane gas (see figure below).
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Fig. 1

The reference system has two components:
- The planimetric component materialized by topographic
benchmarks(S1, S2, ...)
- The altimetric component materialized by geometric
leveling markers (RN1, RN2, ...) located outside the area of
influence of the monitored reservoirs, from which elevations
are transmitted to all points in the reference network.
Each tank is equipped with 12 targets arranged on three
levels in diametrically opposed positions (Fig2).
At the beginning of each monitoring stage, geodetic
observations (angles, distances, level differences),
observation processing, point stability analysis, and
adjustment of the coordinates of the reference network
points were made.
For the monitoring of a single reservoir, under the
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conditions of emptying and gradual filling imposed by
various technological operations, it is necessary to
determine the three-dimensional coordinates of the 12
targets.

Fig. 4

Fig. 2

This operation was performed by spatial intersections of
observed directions from the points of the reference network
so that there are at least 3 visas to each target object.
In the emptying process, a first observation step was
performed when the tank was still full, and then the other
steps after extracting approx. 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 4/4 of the
liquid until the tank has been emptied.
After the tank rehabilitation, during the filling process, the
first observation stage was made when the tank was empty,
then at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 4/4, when the tank was full again.

The three-dimensional (X, Y, H) positions for the reference
system points (local system) were determined with standard
deviations of up to 0.9 mm.
Starting from these, for 3D point points, the 3D coordinates
were determined with standard deviations of maximum 2.5
mm.
Theoretical analysis of the precision required to obtain the
3D object coordinates, starting from the known principles of
the before multiple spatial intersection, which can be
synthesized briefly in the relations below.

2. Used instruments and the precision of
coordinate determination
The observations of geometric leveling for this monitoring
project were made with the Leica LS 15 (Fig. 3) digital
geometric leveling instrument and levelling staffs with bar
code.
Directions and distances have been observed with the Leica
TCR 1202 (Fig. 4), a precision total station and miniprisms.

Fig. 5

RELATIONS OF CALCULATION USED
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Fig. 3

where:
r – measured horizontal directions; α, β – horizontal angles;
w – measured zenith angles; b – measured distance; FP –
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horizontal projection of point P

directions. One element of interest was the determination of
diameters on the two axes of the tank, especially in the
median area.

3. Performing observations
For monitoring the RFN5 tank, during the emptying and
filling process, observation points in the reference network
were selected to provide better visibility to the object points
so that each object point is targeted from at least three points
of the reference network, with the best intersection angles.
Having the three-dimensional positions of the reference
network points, the observations were processed to
determine the coordinates of the new points, the object
points. The weakest points were the targets at the top of the
RFN5 tank, with very tilted visas sometimes.
Particular attention should be paid to mitigating the effects
of centering and targeting errors.
This desideratum can be solved if fine markings are made
on object targets and if the same operator will work in all
observation steps as much as possible.

The coordinate (X, Y) and the elevation (H) of the
RFN5 tank determined by spatial intersection
Object
point

4. Processing observations
Observations made in the planimetric reference network
were processed in the hypothesis of a free network. The
point stability was analyzed, and the processing steps were
resumed later, choosing stable points as fixed points.
In a new processing step, to calculate the coordinates of the
object points considered as new points, the points of the
reference network from which observations were made to
the object points were considered fixed points.
From the altimetric point of view (dimension H), the points
of the reference network points were determined by
geometric precision.
In the leveling routes, the points marked at the base of the
tanks were also included.
The block processing of the geometric leveling trajectories
supported at the leveling points outside the tanks influence
zone led to the determination of the tanks base points.
The other heights of the object points were determined
trigonometrically, as an average of at least 3 determinations.
In each observation step, following the data processing in
the above-mentioned mode, the 3D coordinates of the object
points were obtained.
With these values we can calculate, by comparison, the
values of displacements and deformations in certain
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X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

50046.8519

9987.5900

70.5050

M17M

50047.1593

9987.6857

77.3829

M17S

50039.6250

9987.6344

101.6482

M18J

50034.7513

9999.8044

70.4833

M18M

50034.7345

10000.0556

77.4084

M18S

50034.6840

9992.7250

101.6508

M19J

50022.5261

9987.6398

70.5127

M19M

50022.2926

9987.6392

77.4565

M19S

50029.5245

9987.7892

101.6433

M20J

50034.6251

9975.5131

70.4783

M20M

50034.6467

9975.2726

77.6280

M20S

50034.6065

9982.6183

101.6686

Object
point

Fig. 6

Three-dimensional coordinates
Stage“0” – 24 Jun. 2017

Three-dimensional coordinates
Stage“1” – 18 Sept. 2017
X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

50046.8536

9987.5899

70.5128

M17M

50047.1610

9987.6846

77.3874

M17S

50039.6302

9987.6321

101.6472

M18J

50034.7484

9999.8002

70.4857

M18M

50034.7334

10000.0521

77.4117

M18S

50034.6851

9992.7229

101.6528

M19J

50022.5197

9987.6400

70.5164

M19M

50022.2890

9987.6391

77.4586

M19S

50029.5219

9987.7902

101.6438

M20J

50034.6288

9975.5146

70.4828

M20M

50034.6432

9975.2743

77.6335

M20S

50034.6039

9982.6206

101.6708

Object
point

Diferences
Stage“1” – Stage“0”
X (m)

Y (m)

H (m)

M17J

0.0017

-0.0001

0.0079

M17M

0.0017

-0.0011

0.0045

M17S

0.0052

-0.0023

-0.0010

M18J

-0.0029

-0.0042

0.0024

M18M

-0.0012

-0.0035

0.0033

M18S

0.0011

-0.0022

0.0021

M19J

-0.0063

0.0002

0.0037

M19M

-0.0036

-0.0001

0.0022
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M19S

-0.0025

0.0010

0.0005

M20J

0.0037

0.0016

0.0046

M20M

-0.0035

0.0017

0.0055

M20S

-0.0026

0.0023

0.0022

Representation of deformations in horizontal plane

M17J

CALCULATION OF MEDIAN DIAMETERS
𝐷𝑀17𝑀−𝑀19𝑀 = √(𝑋𝑀17𝑀 − 𝑋𝑀19𝑀 )2 + (𝑌𝑀17𝑀 − 𝑌𝑀19𝑀 )2 − 1 𝑚
𝐷𝑀18𝑀−𝑀20𝑀 = √(𝑋𝑀18𝑀 − 𝑋𝑀20𝑀 )2 + (𝑌𝑀18𝑀 − 𝑌𝑀20𝑀 )2 − 1 𝑚

M20J
M18J

RFN5

The "-1 m" value is the combined length of the two stainless
steel rods (median sighting targets) disposed diametrically
opposed, each having a length of 0.5 m.

Stage "0" for emptying RFN5 – 24 June 2017
Reservoir
RFN5

M19J

Diameters calculated from coordinates [m]
DM17M-M19M

23,8667

DM18M-M20M

23,7832

Stage„1” – 18 September 2017
Reservoir
RFN5

Fig. 8

Diameters calculated from coordinates [m]
DM17M-M19M

23,8720

DM18M-M20M

23,7780

M17M

5. Graphic representations
A schematic diagram of the planimetric reference network
with the plurality of measured elements (distances,
horizontal directions and vertical angles) can be seen in the
figure below.

M20M
M18M

RFN5

M19M
Fig. 9

M17S
RFN5
M18S
M20S
Fig. 7

On the RFN5 tank, 10 stages of monitoring observations
were performed, 5 stages in the discharge process and 5
stages in the filling process.
Based on spatial (3D coordinate) positions of sighting
targets on the tank, graphical representations were made as
follows:
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M19S
Fig. 10
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In the above representations (Fig. 8, 9, 10), the green color
means the end of the emptying process, and the blue color
means the end of the filling process.

Representation of vertical deformations

Fig. 14

6. Conclusions
For the determination of three-dimensional positions, each
target was targeted from at least 3 station points to have
control possibilities in determining the 3D coordinates of
each sighting targets.
The obtained results confirmed a good choice of the design
solution of a geodetic network from which to determine the
coordinates and the heights of the characteristic points
materialized on the monitored construction.
The processing of the observations was performed by
algorithms and performing programs, which offered the
possibility of accurate estimation and interpretation of the
measurement results.
All procedures and tools were used in all observation steps,
with redundant measurements allowing verification and
confirmation of the correctness of the results.
From the analysis of the results obtained from the geodetic
measurements, it is possible to observe "spectacular
evolutions" of the form of the monitored construction during
the filling and emptying processes. These developments
were anticipated since the design phase of construction. But
they did not exceed the tolerances set by the project.
These results, correlated with tank filling and dynamic field
measurements (with accelerometers), we think they can fill
in the information needed to calibrate the mathematical
model of the structure of this type of construction. We
believe that in this way we can determine the distribution of
effort in the structure and we can determine the limits of
attention and alarm of the tension in the pretensioned beams
of this ovoid structure.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Separately, the bottom targets of the tanks have the role of
settlementmarks. These have been included in geometric
precision leveling rows, determining their heights. The
graphical representation of their evolution can be seen
below.
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